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EVALUATING THE PROCESS OF 
IMPLEMENTATION
Main object of this project was to implement a robustness method in (Buffalo 
City) South Africa, with the proposition to see if it could be applied for 
assessing the robustness in residential areas. The Method applied in Buffalo 
City Municipality was a robustness analysis proposed by the Expert Group for 
Security in Administration, New Construction and Rebuilding, established by 
the former Swedish Agency for Civil Emergency Planning (ÖCB). Checklist 
used for assessing the robustness in the three study areas in Buffalo City has 
essentially been applied according to the checklist in the booklet Robustness at 
a neighbourhood level compiled by the Expert Group.

The extensive preparation 

Implementing the robustness method has been a great challenge with various 
difficulties. My main experience of implementing the method in Buffalo City 
was the complexity in doing a robustness analysis in a society that is much 
different to the Swedish society. Before the assessments could be performed 
I had to get a larger perspective of the society structures, living conditions, 
developments etc in South Africa and in Buffalo City. To see the deeper 
ends of the society requires often a lot of knowledge and understanding, in 
terms historical backgrounds, development through the years etc. Getting an 
overview of the municipality’s infrastructure, environmental problem, social 
structures etc, has contributed to a lot of time consuming. Most information 
was not digitalized, only available on paper, which had to be worked through 
thoroughly in order to get relevant information for the assessment. 

Another difficulty was getting relevant information concerning both the 
municipality and the study areas. Some examples are the limited information 
on statistics for accidents, crime and damages to infrastructure, level of 
preparedness in the municipality, risk analyses, current development projects 
in the study areas, social conditions, etc. Most of the needed statistics were not 

available for the study areas at all. Because of the focus of gathering information 
from the municipal departments, less time were available for interviewing the 
locals in the respective study areas, which also could contributed to a wider 
perspective of the social conditions. All these factors have evidently limited 
the extent of the analyses.  Main information source has been the Buffalo City 
IDP, official statistics and information from the Disaster Management. 

Approaching the risk assessments

Conducting risk assessments is a process that can have various difficulties. The 
risk assessment is basically assumptions (based on statistics and other analyses) 
and discussions, with a perception that is to be as objective as possible, and 
has no scientific foundation at all. No matter how, assessments will always be 
subjective opinion, but the goal is to get a wide perspective as possible from all 
parts in this matter. My experiences of carrying out the risk assessments were 
the difficulties of predicting the consequences and probabilities for different 
hazardous events. Main factors that contributed to the difficult process were:

the low level of expertise in the relevant areas 
statistics or indicators were not available or existed
limited information of relevancy
discussions of the risk assessments were limited because the lack of time

Some of the risk assessments would need to be studied on a more detailed 
level to get a more valid outcome. Measures are also hard to predict in order 
to minimise the risks and increase the robustness, which the reason in most 
cases they are very general. But on the other hand, they give ideas in how to 
counteract the current problem, which is later up the responsible to find a good 
and economical solution.    

When assessing the robustness in general, a reference area is often needed to 
compare the situation, which in this case has been comparing the three study 
areas with each other and some times with the municipality as reference. 
Comparing those residential areas with each other can by some means give 
a wrong interpretation of the robustness in respect of the preconditions that 
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are considerably different between the areas. Comparing a formal area with 
another formal area with relatively same preconditions would have given a 
much clearer view and conception of the robustness. Although a purpose with 
assessments of the different areas was to see the significant differences and to 
see what kind of different requirements that would be needed to increase the 
robustness.

EVALUATING THE ROBUSTNESS METHOD
Why should this method be used?

The basic ideas that have formed the robustness method are basically relevant 
to all societies to in the end achieve a sustainable society. The concept is also 
to enlighten the requirements of a better democratic participation and a dialog 
between all the parts in the society, which is the essence in the process of 
obtaining a robust society. 

A purpose with the robustness method is to investigate and evaluate to 
robustness on a neighbourhood level, in terms of analysing risks that could 
threaten health and security, and subsequently propose possible measures for 
minimising or eliminating potential threats are proposed in order to increase 
the neighbourhood’s robustness. The aim with a robust neighbourhood is the 
perception of an all functioning neighbourhood that on a reasonable level are 
capable of being self-sufficient with essential needs for everyday use and in an 
event of crisis, which in the end conducts to a robust society.

In the development of the society it is important that all possible threats are 
minimised or eliminated to maintain a safe environment for the people and the 
society. In social planning there are various ways and procedures in conducting 
impact descriptions and risk assessments. And then there is the concept 
of sustainable development, which is an aim that all societies undertake in 
planning. Sustainable development is, however, a very wide concept, which 
can be vague in terms of process, thus becomes more of an expression than a 
way in how to proceed. The difficulty has often been getting a comprehensive 

view of the ecological, technical, and social aspects, which the importance 
is emphasised with the robustness method. The ideas with the method also 
explain the important connection between, which is why none of the aspects 
can be excluded from the process. 

Hopefully the robustness method would contribute to better knowledge, 
understanding and awareness of the connections between risks, threats and 
vulnerability on all the society levels, as well as the threats and risks in 
themselves, and also the significance of being self-sufficient with essential needs. 
The robust method also emphasis the in social planning and spatial planning 
the importance of an integration and cooperation between municipalities, 
authorities, organisations, citizens for a more effective undertaking of the 
societal development. It is vital that people participate in decisions that can 
affect them directly or indirectly, individually or collectively. 

Democratic participation is a prerequisite for planning to be as good as possible, 
so that it will suit the citizens and ensure a good and secure environment, 
and is an important part for achieving the robust society. In broad terms the 
concept also endorses the establishment of social networks which can increase 
the cooperation and responsibility for their community and with the perception 
of them being able to plan and administer of the area. 

Does the robustness method work in Buffalo City? 

The systematic process and the ideas that are presented with the robustness 
method can be considered as universal and are relevant in all societies. However, 
in terms of robustness, the concept of process is distinguished by the physical 
conditions, i.e. geographic location, climate, technical development, social 
conditions, essential factors that form the fundamental basis for ecological, 
technical and social robustness. 

Considering the robustness assessments, (such as the checklist for vulnerability 
assessment) must be formed by the conditions that are significant for the 
specific society. Conducting the vulnerability assessment of the study areas 
required some adjustments of the original checklist taken from the booklet, 
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in order to get a better perception of the vulnerability. If the modifications 
were enough is hard to predict in the present moment. In conclusion it is up to 
the society or municipality in establishing a method that is appropriate to the 
preconditions of the society, but with the fundamental ideas that are significant 
for the robustness method. 

Advantages and disadvantages with the method

+ It is easy to comprehend  

+ The method is adaptable to all different societies 

+ Effective in giving a comprehensive assessment of risks and threats that  
 can occur in the neighbourhood as well as in the municipality

+ Increases the awareness of risks and threats

+ Creates discussions in how to counteract threats and risks as well as how  
 to plan

+ Engages residents, organisations, authorities into discussions    
 and undertaking, which creates a better democratic approach of the   
 planning process

+ Establishes an important social aspect into the planning process

+ Significance of preparedness and long-term measures

+ Clarifies the need of coordination, e.g. in the neighbourhoods with social  
 networks, between authorities and municipalities 

- The risk assessments do not have any scientifically grounds to stand on

- Estimating the probabilities can be hard to predict , because of deficient  
 knowledge, information etc

- Can in many ways require experience and expert knowledge to be able to  
 come up with argumentative ideas and measures   

How the results can be further used 

Presenting this robustness method to Buffalo City Municipality is a first step 
in a long-term process in the work towards a robust society. The robustness 
method will hopefully lead to a new process, where the main ideas can 
supplement an already undertaking, and contribute to issues of assessing risks 
as well as adding other perspectives in how to approach a robust society with 
a sustainable development. 

Generally the robustness issues must be focused on the social conditions 
mainly in Duncan Village Proper and KwaDikidikana, but is a matter that 
mainly requires national efforts. Currently the resources for local measures 
in the neighbourhoods as well as in the municipality are fairly low, and the 
capacity gaps significant. On a municipal level efforts could be working in 
close cooperation with the residents, increasing awareness, knowledge and 
information of issues that concern them and their residential area in order to 
achieve a more effective coordination and undertaking. 

Many people lack the ability of improving the democratic public participation 
and the planning process. Increasing public participation is vital to the 
democratic process in social planning. A suggested measure is to improve 
the process by establishing social networks with ward councilors as initiative 
takers, with the prospect of increasing the discussions and coordination that 
will affect the areas. It will also give the wards a clearer function in the society.  
The assessment in this project provides with some relevant information that 
could be used for the municipality in undertaking a upgrading of infrastructure, 
social conditions etc. It needs of course to be supplemented with own ideas and 
more detailed studies of many of the situations to make it more complete. 
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3 ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

3.1 Telecommunications
3.2 Transport
3.3 Sewage system/ wastewater
3.4 Stormwater system
3.5 Waste disposal management

4 LONG-TERM RISKS 

4.1 Social threats
4.2 Emissions to air and water
4.3 Damage to ozone layer
4.4 The green house effect
4.5 Ground water
4.6 Threats to the water supplies
4.7 Threats to electricity supplies

ANNEXURE A

Checklist for the vulnerability assessment:

1 INDIVIDUAL SECURITY

1.1 Hazardous emissions from traffic
1.2 Radioactive fallout
1.3 Personal injuries
1.4 Fire
1.5 Crime
1.6 Natural hazards

2 ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES 

2.1 Drinking water
2.2 Provisions
2.3 Electricity 
2.4 Heating
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ANNEXURE B
How to read the tables:
Risk objects Where risk/damage can occur
Risk types Type of damage that can occur
Area of damage What will be affected: people/property/environment/buildings 
Type of consequence For example physical damage to the neighbourhood, environmental damages and 
Probability/frequency The possibility of the risk appearing. How often the risk will occur
Risk factors Factors that can increase the risks

Risk assessment values for Duncan Village Proper

1.1 Hazardous emissions from traffic – Dangerous goods

Risk objects Ziphunzana Bypass (Douglas Smit Highway?)

Risk types Accident with dangerous goods

Area of damage Dwellings and people near Ziphunzana Bypass, environment, surface water

Type of consequence Depends on the amount and substance. Explosion risks, environmental problems, gas leakage dangerous to health

Probability/frequency Moderate to high.  High risk considering heavy traffic 

Risk factors Many dwellings within 100 m from the road. Heavy traffic, speed, security of goods, pedestrians crossing the roads, 
no alarm installation to warn people

1.1 Hazardous emissions from traffic – Traffic pollution

Risk objects Mainly areas near Ziphunzana Bypass and Douglas Smit Highway

Risk types Exhaust fumes from motor traffic consist of carbon dioxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx) and hydrocarbons (HC)
Noise pollution

Area of damage Residents

Type of consequence Pollution of water, vegetation and soil, severe health problems and illnesses related to pollution from traffic

Probability/frequency The probability that the neighbourhood will be affected is present 

Risk factors Intense traffic on main roads, no ventilation in dwellings, especially shacks, unregulated vehicles in traffic
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1.2 Radioactive fallout

Risk objects Nuclear power plant in Koeberg, Capetown

Risk types Meltdown in reactor

Area of damage People and environment

Type of consequence Radioactive fallout

Probability/frequency very low

Risk factors -

1.4 Crime

Risk objects The whole area

Risk types Murder, violence, rape, assault, robbery, mugging, house breakings 

Area of damage Individuals, public property

Type of consequence People can get physical and mental injuries, property damage    

Probability/frequency Very high 

Risk factors The current social conditions, poor environmental structure, physical structure,  darkness, alcohol, lack of policing

1.5 Fire

Risk objects The whole area, mainly among shacks

Risk types Self-ignition, explosion, arson 

Area of damage Dwellings, people can get burned, smoke injuries and damage 

Type of consequence The high density of shacks can cause a chain reaction of fire

Probability/frequency Extremely high

Risk factors People use paraffin stoves, candles, open fires, sparks from an electricity short-circuit, combustible material, no fire 
extinguishers, no fire alarms, poor road access for rescue service  
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1.6 Natural hazards – Flooding 

Risk objects Area near the Amalinda stream/river 

Risk types Flooding

Area of damage Mostly properties, people’s safety

Type of consequence Depends on the size of flooding. Severe damage of dwellings, injuries to people, drowning (children).

Probability/frequency The Amalinda River is flooded during heavy rain periods. The probability of a 75 year or 100 year flooding is low  

Risk factors Squatters, uncontrolled settlement near the flood lines, people settling closer to the river. 

1.6 Natural hazards – Strong winds

Risk objects The whole area

Risk types Strong winds, such as gails, storms, hurricanes, tornados

Area of damage Property and infrastructure – electricity grid above ground, telecommunication lines and poles

Type of consequence Property damage, blown of roofs, blackouts, blown down trees over electricity or telephone lines 

Probability/frequency The probability is very high, because of the close location to the Indian Ocean

Risk factors Poor building constructions, infrastructure above ground, such as electricity and telephone lines

1.6 Natural hazards – Geological risks

Risk objects The slopes on the north and east side

Risk types Erosion, landslides, heavy water run-off

Area of damage Properties, people’s safety

Type of consequence Severe damage to properties, individual injuries

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors Uncontrolled settlement, heavy rain, blockage of natural water run-offs, cutting down or rooting up vegetation on 
slopes
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2.1 Drinking water

Risk objects Main water supplies, reservoirs, water pumps, water treatment works

Risk types Disruption of main pipe, pipe damage, toxic substances entering the system, high level of bacteria, drought of the 
main Rivers or Dams, sabotage of water supply, failure of water pumps 

Area of damage All residents will be affected, crops

Type of consequence No water for cooking or washing, health risks, sanitation problems, diseases, epidemics, 

Probability/frequency The risk for a long-term disruption is moderate. Short disruptions to pipes in the area can appear frequently – no 
larger consequences

Risk factors Only one-way fed, no extra water pipe, no local water source 

2.2 Provision

Risk objects Transportation of food to shops, wholesale dealers, supermarkets and other suppliers

Risk types Drought, food shortage, lack of food transportation to shops, wholesalers  

Area of damage Generally all the residents will be affected

Type of consequence Starvation, epidemics, diseases

Probability/frequency The probability of not being able to get hold provision is very low

Risk factors No local farming or crop-growing in larger scales

2.3 Electricity

Risk objects
Main electricity grid, transformers, substations, pole transformers, cables

Risk types
Disruption of main electricity supply, sabotage, blackouts caused by flash, strong wind damaging conductors, short 
circuits, sabotage, illegal connections to the grid 

Area of damage
Houses with electricity, street lights, pole transformers

Type of consequence
Black-out in the entire areas, no electricity to electrical material and objects, only a few will be affected

Probability/frequency
Moderate

Risk factors
No local production of electricity, no generators

D
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2.4 Heating

Risk objects Paraffin suppliers, wood suppliers

Risk types Lack of paraffin and wood supplies, no transportation of paraffin to suppliers and shops, no electricity

Area of damage Mainly residents who use paraffin stoves or use fire wood will be affected

Type of consequence People will not be able to cook and warm them selves, starvation, diseases, epidemics

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Many have no alternative possibilities for heating and cooking for example electricity stoves or gas stoves

3.1 Telecommunication – Breakdown in all the systems

Risk objects Electricity supply to telephones, radio and TV, radio stations, radio antenna, telephone lines 

Risk types Damage to the local network, electrical failure, damage of telephone line above ground by falling trees, radio stations 

Area of damage Communication infrastructure, households with TV, radio, telephones, cell phones

Type of consequence People would not be able to communicate or get hold of information during a crises situation

Probability/frequency The probability that all communications would breakdown is very low. 

Risk factors No information centre, no warning systems, such as alarms

3.1 Telecommunication – Breakdown in two-way systems

Risk objects Radio stations, radio antennas, electricity supply  

Risk types Stations are mechanically vulnerable, despite their own electricity supply. Cell phones are also dependent on radio 
links and become even more vulnerable

Area of damage Households and people with fixed-line telephones, public pay phone, cell phones, fax, internet

Type of consequence No two-way communication, difficult to reach emergency and rescue service

Probability/frequency Low

Risk factors Households with no TV or radio, or own electricity supply

3.2 Transport

Risk objects Taxi associations, bridge connections, fuel storages

Risk types Taxi associations on strike or disputes between them, bridge over Amalinda river damaged, expansive oil prises, fuel 
shortage.

Area of damage Impact on transportation, damaged bridge connections 

Type of consequence If a fuel shortage would occur many people will be without transportation, the capability to move to other locations 
would be reduced
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Probability/frequency The probability is moderate. Taxi associations are unreliable. Large flooding could damage bridge connections  

Risk factors Many do not have vehicles or bicycles, poor walking and bicycle infrastructure to the city and areas nearby

3.3 Sewerage system/wastewater

Risk objects Main sewerage systems, local sewerage system, house drainage connected to the system, treatment works

Risk types Damage of pipes in the system, vandalism, failure of pumps (electrical failure), flooded/overfilled sewerage, leakage

Area of damage Households, public toilets, local sewerage systems, drainage, stormwaters, treatment works 

Type of consequence Flooding, treatment works overfilled with litter and organic waste, sanitation facilities will be out of order

Probability/frequency High – vandalism occurs often by people throwing litter in manholes and toilets. 

Risk factors No electrical back-up of pumps, poor infrastructure, deteriorating pipe systems, no sewage recycling

3.4 Stormwater system

Risk objects Stormwater systems in Duncan Village Proper

Risk types Heavy rain causing flooding of stormwaters, disruption of stormwater drainage, sabotage/vandalism of stormwaters

Area of damage Environment, water, properties in flood risk areas, sewerage systems

Type of consequence Sewerage systems can be flooded, roads can be damaged, direct discharge of stormwaters into water courses 
contribute to pollution of water (heavy metals, litter, soil that is washed into the systems and out in the water)

Probability/frequency High considering to seasonal rain periods

Risk factors No (local) purification or treatment of stormwaters, limited capacity of stormwaters

3.5 Waste disposal management 

Risk objects Waste collection service, landfills

Risk types Work stoppage of weekly waste collection because of strike, no recycling 

Area of damage Impact on the waste collection service in the area

Type of consequence No waste removal, people will burn their waste or throw in the water, littering in the environment. If the waste 
removal is stopped rats and other noxious animals and insects will be attracted, large waste streams

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors No local waste removal, dependent on the municipal service, no sorting of households 

4.1 Social threats

Risk objects Current social conditions in Duncan Village Proper and in the society

Risk types Social unrest because of the current social conditions, increased crime, high unemployment, poverty, lack of housing
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Area of damage The residents will be affected as well as the social status

Type of consequence The same as in risk types

Probability/frequency Extremely high. The conditions are already critical

Risk factors Low municipal service, polarisation, poor variety of population groups

4.2 Emissions to air and water

Risk objects Industries, traffic, illegal waste depots

Risk types Pollution of water and air caused by stormwaters, sewerage systems, waste management, industries, residential areas, 
coal-fire plants, use nitrogenous fertilizers that ends up in water

Area of damage Surface and groundwater, drinking water, environment in Duncan Village Proper/Buffalo City

Type of consequence Undrinkable water, health problems, epidemics, diseases

Probability/frequency Very large  

Risk factors Poor control of vehicles, industries. Inadequate infrastructure, insufficient municipal service and control

4.3 Threats to land and vegetation

Risk objects Industries using wood, illegal wood collection, farming, agriculture, illegal waste depots

Risk types Deforestation, illegal squatters, expansion of informal settlements, use of weed killers in agriculture and forestry, 
people collecting fire-wood

Area of damage Environment – land and vegetation in Duncan Village Proper/Buffalo City

Type of consequence Reduction of vegetation, threats to animals and vegetation, erosion and massive soil loss – flood risks, people without 
fire wood

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors Poor control of deforestation and illegal settlement, people unaware of the risks 

4.4 Threats to water supplies

Risk objects Industries, settlements near water and rivers, traffic  

Risk types Pollution of water courses, drought, toxic substances entering the systems, use nitrogenous fertilizers that ends up in 
water with rain and soil, defects in technical systems

Area of damage The major rivers, which supply with raw water, water reservoirs, ground water 

Type of consequence Undrinkable water, lack of drinkable water in Duncan Village Proper/Buffalo City

Probability/frequency Large 

Risk factors Insufficient municipal service and control, people unaware of the consequences of littering in the water
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4.5 Threats to electricity supplies

Risk objects Coal sources

Risk types Raw materials for producing electricity and heating will run out

Area of damage Infrastructure, households with electricity in Duncan Village Proper/Buffalo City

Type of consequence No electricity – blackout 

Probability/frequency Very low. The coal sources will last a while…

Risk factors No alternative energy sources

4.6 Green house effect

Risk object Industries, traffic 

Risk types All combustion of fossil fuels, e.g. when burning stone coal, petroleum and wood, heavy traffic

Area of damage Duncan Village Proper/Buffalo City. The polar ice. 

Type of consequence Global warming, change in the climate, the polar ice will melt and the sea level will rise flooding cities near the sea

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors People that have no electricity, which instead must use fire-wood, the coal-fire plants, vehicle traffic, no usage of 
alternative energy sources with renewable fuels 

4.7 Damage to ozone layer

Risk object Industries, products that use Freon etc

Risk types Freon

Area of damage Duncan Village Proper/Buffalo City. The ozone layer that protects us against the ultra-violate radiation, residents 

Type of consequence Damage of the ozone layer will increase the ultra-violate radiation and affect environment and people’s health

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Industries that still use Freon, fridges, products
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Risk assessment values for Amalinda

1.1 Hazardous emissions from traffic – Dangerous goods

Risk object Amalinda main road (M4) and Woolwash road and Windermere road (M5)

Risk types Accident with dangerous goods

Area of damage Residents and properties within 100 m from the main roads, environment

Type of consequence Depends on the amount and substance. Explosion risks, environmental problems, gas leakage dangerous to health

Probability/frequency Large

Risk factors Heavy traffic, speed, security of goods, pedestrians crossing the roads, no alarm installation to warn people

1.1 Hazardous emissions from traffic – Traffic pollution

Risk object Mainly along the main roads, M4 and M5

Risk types Exhaust fumes from motor traffic consist of carbon dioxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx) and hydrocarbons (HC)
Noise pollution

Area of damage Residents and environment

Type of consequence Pollution of water, vegetation and soil, severe health problems and illnesses related to pollution from traffic

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Heavy traffic, speed, unregulated vehicles in traffic

1.2 Radioactive fallout

Risk object Nuclear power plant in Koeberg, Capetown

Risk types Meltdown in reactor

Area of damage People and environment

Type of consequence Radioactive fallout

Probability/frequency 1

Risk factors -
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1.4 Crime

Risk object The whole area

Risk types Murder, violence, rape, assault, robbery, mugging, house breakings 

Area of damage Individuals, public property

Type of consequence People can get physical and mental injuries, property damage    

Probability/frequency Moderate  

Risk factors Physical structure,  darkness, alcohol and drugs, lack of policing

1.5 Fire

Risk object Houses, forest, green areas, petrol stations

Risk types Self-ignition, explosion, arson, grass fires 

Area of damage Dwellings, people can get burned, smoke injuries and damage 

Type of consequence Mostly damage of the individual’s property. No risk for larger fire spread 

Probability/frequency Low

Risk factors Open fires, sparks from an electricity short-circuit, combustible material, no fire extinguishers or fire alarms in 
dwellings   

1.6 Natural hazards – Flooding 

Risk object Mainly along the Amalinda River, Amalinda Dam 

Risk types Flooding, dambreak

Area of damage Houses, roads, bridge connections

Type of consequence Property damage, unapproachable roads 

Probability/frequency Low. A Dam break is considered very low. 

Risk factors Heavy rain
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1.6 Natural hazards – Strong winds

Risk object The whole area

Risk types Strong winds, such as gale-force winds, storms, hurricanes, tornados

Area of damage Property, electricity grid above ground, telecommunication lines and poles

Type of consequence Property damage, blown of roofs, blackouts, blown down trees over electricity or telephone lines 

Probability/frequency Very high probability of strong wind conditions in the area. 

Risk factors Infrastructure above ground, such as electricity and telephone lines

1.6 Natural hazards – Geological risks

Risk object No areas in Amalinda are considered to be threatened 

Risk types Erosion, landslides, heavy water run-off

Area of damage -

Type of consequence -

Probability/frequency Very low

Risk factors -

2.4 Heating

Risk object Electricity supply, paraffin suppliers, wood suppliers

Risk types No, distribution of electricity

Area of damage Households 

Type of consequence Large – people will not be able to cook and warm them selves

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors High dependency on electricity supply, many have no alternative for cooking and heating 

3.1 Telecommunication – Breakdown in all the systems

Risk objects Electricity supply to telephones, radio and TV, radio stations, radio antenna, telephone lines

Risk types Damage to the local network, electrical failure, damage of telephone line above ground by falling trees, radio stations 

Area of damage Communication infrastructure, households with TV, radio, telephones, pay phones, cell phones, Internet, Intranet

Type of consequence People would not be able to communicate or get hold of information during a crises situation
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Probability/frequency The probability that all communications would breakdown is very low. 

Risk factors No information centre, no warning systems, such as alarms

3.1 Telecommunication – Breakdown in two-way systems

Risk object Radio stations, radio antennas, electricity supply  

Risk types Stations are mechanically vulnerable, despite their own electricity supply. Cell phones are also dependent on radio 
links and become even more vulnerable

Area of damage Households and people with fixed-line telephones, public pay phone, cell phones, fax, internet

Type of consequence No two-way communication, difficult to reach emergency and rescue service

Probability/frequency Low

Risk factors Households with no TV or radio, or own electricity supply 

3.2 Transport

Risk objects Taxi associations and bus companies, bridge connections, fuel storages

Risk types Expansive oil prices, fuel shortage, damage of bridge connections, no public transport

Area of damage Impact on transportation, damaged bridge connections

Type of consequence Fuel shortage would make the people very immobilised, the capability to move to other locations would be reduced 
significantly.

Probability/frequency The probability that the oil prises will rise extremely high or taxi associations will  go on strike is fairly low 

Risk factors Poor walking and bicycle infrastructure to the city and areas nearby

3.3 Sewerage system/wastewater

Risk objects Main sewerage systems, local sewerage system, house drainage connected to the system, treatment works

Risk types Damage of pipes in the system, vandalism, failure of pumps (electrical failure), flooded/overfilled sewerage, leakage

Area of damage Households, local sewerage systems, drainage, stormwaters, treatment works

Type of consequence Flooding, treatment works overfilled with litter and organic waste, sanitation facilities will be out of order

Probability/frequency Low 

Risk factors No electrical back-up of pumps, poor infrastructure, deteriorating pipe systems, no sewage recycling

3.4 Stormwater system
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Risk objects Stormwater systems in Amalinda

Risk types Heavy rain causing flooding of stormwaters, disruption of stormwater drainage, sabotage/vandalism of stormwaters

Area of damage Environment, water, properties in flood risk areas, sewerage systems

Type of consequence Sewerage systems can be flooded, roads can be damaged, direct discharge of stormwaters into water courses 
contribute to pollution of water (heavy metals, litter, soil that is washed into the systems and out in the water)

Probability/frequency High considering to seasonal rain periods

Risk factors No (local) purification or treatment of stormwaters, limited capacity of stormwaters

3.5 Waste disposal management 

Risk objects Waste collection service, landfills

Risk types Work stoppage of weekly waste collection because of strike, no recycling

Area of damage Impact on the waste collection service in the area

Type of consequence No waste removal and recycling – large waste streams, littering in the environment. If the waste removal is stopped 
rats and other noxious animals and insects will be attracted 

Probability/frequency Low

Risk factors No local waste removal, dependent on the municipal service, no sorting of households

4.1 Social threats

Risk objects Social conditions in surrounding neighbourhoods and in the society

Risk types Increase of informal settlements, unemployment, increase of crime

Area of damage The residents will be affected as well as the areas social status

Type of consequence people with high wages move out, segregation, increase of crime

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors Insufficient municipal service and control

4.2 Emissions to air and water

Risk objects Industries, traffic, illegal waste depots 

Risk types Pollution of water and air caused by stormwaters, sewerage systems, waste management, industries, residential areas, 
coal-fire plants, use nitrogenous fertilizers that ends up in water

Area of damage Surface and groundwater, drinking water, environment in Amalinda/Buffalo City

Type of consequence Undrinkable water, health problems, epidemics, diseases

Probability/frequency Very large  
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Risk factors Poor control of vehicles, industries. Insufficient municipal service and control

4.3 Threats to land and vegetation

Risk objects Industries using wood, illegal wood collection, farming, agriculture, illegal waste depots

Risk types Deforestation, illegal squatters, expansion of informal settlements, use of weed killers in agriculture and forestry, 
people collecting fire-wood

Area of damage Environment – land and vegetation in Amalinda/Buffalo City

Type of consequence Reduction of vegetation, threats to animals and vegetation, erosion and massive soil loss – flood risks, people without 
fire-wood

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors Poor control of deforestation and illegal settlement, people unaware of the risks 

4.4 Threats to water supplies

Risk objects Industries, settlements near water and rivers, traffic  

Risk types Pollution of water courses, drought, toxic substances entering the systems, use nitrogenous fertilizers that ends up in 
water with rain and soil, defects in technical systems

Area of damage The major rivers, which supply with raw water, water reservoirs, ground water 

Type of consequence Undrinkable water, lack of drinkable water in Amalinda/Buffalo City

Probability/frequency Large 

Risk factors Insufficient municipal service and control, people unaware of the consequences of littering in the water

4.5 Threats to electricity supplies

Risk object Coal sources 

Risk types Raw materials for producing electricity and heating will run out 

Area of damage Everything dependent on electricity in Amalinda/Buffalo City

Type of consequence No electricity – blackout 

Probability/frequency Very low. The coal sources will last a while…

Risk factors No alternative energy sources

4.6 Green house effect

Risk object Industries, traffic 

Risk types All combustion of fossil fuels, e.g. when burning stone coal, petroleum and wood, heavy traffic

Area of damage Amalinda/Buffalo City. The polar ice. 
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Type of consequence Global warming, change in the climate, the polar ice will melt and the sea level will rise flooding cities near the sea

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors People that have no electricity, which instead must use fire-wood, the coal-fire plants, vehicle traffic, no usage of 
alternative energy sources with renewable fuels 

4.7 Damage to ozone layer

Risk object Industries, products that use Freon etc

Risk types Freon

Area of damage Amalinda/Buffalo City. The ozone layer that protects us against the ultra-violate radiation, residents 

Type of consequence Damage of the ozone layer will increase the ultra-violate radiation and affect environment and people’s health

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Industries that still use Freon, fridges, products
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Risk assessment values for KwaDikidikana

1.1 Hazardous emissions from traffic – Dangerous goods

Risk object On the R63 outside KwaDikidikana

Risk types Accident with dangerous goods

Area of damage Only a few dwellings are within the 100 m safety zone. No larger consequences to the rest of the area

Type of consequence Depends on the amount and substance. Explosion risks, environmental problems, gas leakage dangerous to health

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors Speed, security of goods, pedestrians crossing the roads, no alarm installation to warn people

1.1 Hazardous emissions from traffic – Traffic pollution

Risk object Mainly settlements near R63

Risk types Exhaust fumes from motor traffic consist of carbon dioxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx) and hydrocarbons (HC)
Noise pollution

Area of damage Residents

Type of consequence Pollution of water, vegetation and soil, severe health problems and illnesses related to pollution from traffic

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Heavy traffic, speed, No ventilation in dwellings, unregulated vehicles in traffic

1.2 Radioactive fallout

Risk object Nuclear power plant in Koeberg, Capetown

Risk types Meltdown in reactor

Area of damage People and environment 

Type of consequence Radioactive fallout

Probability/frequency 1

Risk factors -

1.4 Crime

Risk object The whole area

Risk types Murder, violence, rape, assault, robbery, mugging, house breakings 

Area of damage Individuals, public property
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Type of consequence People can get physical and mental injuries, property damage    

Probability/frequency Moderate  

Risk factors Social conditions in neighbouring areas, physical structure,  darkness, alcohol and drugs, lack of policing

1.5 Fire

Risk object Houses, grass areas

Risk types Self-ignition, explosion, arson 

Area of damage Dwellings, people can get burned, smoke injures and damage 

Type of consequence Mostly damage of the individual’s property. No risk for larger fire spread 

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Paraffin stoves, candles, open fires, sparks from an electricity short-circuit, combustible material, no fire 
extinguishers, no fire alarms 

 

1.6 Natural hazards – Flooding 

Risk object Area near streams and rivers, no areas in KwaDikidikana are threatened

Risk types Flooding

Area of damage No settlements are within the risk zone

Type of consequence No larger consequences in the area

Probability/frequency The probability of the area being affected of flooding is very low  

Risk factors -

1.6 Natural hazards – Strong winds

Risk object The whole area

Risk types Strong winds, such as gale-force winds, storms, hurricanes, tornados

Area of damage Property, electricity grid above ground, telecommunication lines and poles

Type of consequence Property damage, blown of roofs, blackouts, blown down trees over electricity or telephone lines 

Probability/frequency Very high probability of strong wind conditions in the area. Several houses have been destroyed before

Risk factors Poor building constructions, infrastructure above ground, such as electricity and telephone lines

1.6 Natural hazards – Geological risks

Risk object No areas in KwaDikidikana are considered to be threatened 
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Risk types Erosion, landslides, heavy water run-off

Area of damage -

Type of consequence -

Probability/frequency Very low 

Risk factors -

2.1 Drinking water

Risk object Main water supplies, reservoirs, water pumps, water treatment works

Risk types Disruption of main pipe, pipe damage, toxic substances entering the system, high level of bacteria, drought of the 
main Rivers or Dams, sabotage of water supply, failure of water pumps 

Area of damage All residents will be affected, crops

Type of consequence Disruption of the main water supply will bring large consequences to the area. No water for cooking or washing, 
health risks, sanitation problems, diseases, epidemics 

Probability/frequency The risk for a long-term disruption is low. Short disruptions to pipes in the area can appear frequently 

Risk factors Only one water pipe supply, but is ring fed. No local water sources 

2.2 Provision

Risk object Transportation of food to shops, wholesale dealers, supermarkets and other suppliers, such as the spaza

Risk types Drought, food shortage, lack of food transportation to shops, wholesalers  

Area of damage The people 

Type of consequence The consequences will be minor, many grow their own crops. Other than that will be no basic access to staple food, 
low distribution of provision 

Probability/frequency The probability of not being able to get hold provision is very low

Risk factors Difficult to get to the larger markets and shops in the towns

2.3 Electricity

Risk object Main electricity grid, transformers, substations, pole transformers, cables

Risk types Disruption of main electricity supply, sabotage, blackouts caused by flash, strong wind damaging conductors, short 
circuits, sabotage, illegal connections to the grid 

Area of damage Households and infrastructure

Type of consequence Black-out in the entire areas, no electricity to electrical material and objects, only a few will be affected

Probability/frequency Moderate
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Risk factors No local production of electricity, no generators

2.4 Heating

Risk object Electricity supply, paraffin suppliers, wood suppliers

Risk types Lack of paraffin and wood supplies, no transportation of paraffin to suppliers and shops, no distribution of electricity

Area of damage Mainly households with paraffin stoves or use fire wood 

Type of consequence People will not be able to cook and warm them selves, starvation, diseases, epidemics

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Many do not afford electrical ovens and fridges

3.1 Telecommunication – Breakdown in all the systems

Risk object Electricity supply to telephones, radio and TV, radio stations, radio antenna, telephone lines

Risk types Damage to the local network, electrical failure, damage of telephone line above ground by falling trees, radio stations 

Area of damage Communication infrastructure, households with TV, radio, telephones, pay phones, cell phones, Internet

Type of consequence People would not be able to communicate or get hold of information during a crises situation

Probability/frequency The probability that all communications would breakdown is very low. 

Risk factors No information centre, no warning systems, such as alarms,  long distances to urban areas

3.1 Telecommunication – Breakdown in two-way systems

Risk object Radio stations, radio antennas, electricity supply  

Risk types Stations are mechanically vulnerable, despite their own electricity supply. Cell phones are also dependent on radio 
links and become even more vulnerable

Area of damage Households and people with fixed-line telephones, public pay phone, cell phones

Type of consequence People would not be able to communicate and get hold of information during a crises situation

Probability/frequency Low

Risk factors Households with no TV or radio, own electricity supply, far distance to urban areas
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3.2 Transport

Risk object Fuel storage

Risk types Expansive oil prises, fuel shortage.

Area of damage Impact on transportation

Type of consequence Many people will be without transportation, the capability to move to other locations would be reduced significantly

Probability/frequency The probability that the oil prises will rise extremely high is moderate 

Risk factors Many do not have vehicles or bicycles, poor walking and bicycle infrastructure to the city and areas nearby, great 
distances to urban cities, no public transportation

3.3 Sewerage system/wastewater

Risk object -

Risk types -

Area of damage - 

Type of consequence - 

Probability/frequency -

Risk factors -

3.4 Stormwater system

Risk object -

Risk types -

Area of damage -

Type of consequence - 

Probability/frequency -

Risk factors -

3.5 Waste disposal management 

Risk object -

Risk types -

Area of damage -
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Type of consequence -

Probability/frequency -

Risk factors -

4.1 Social threats

Risk object Social conditions in KwaDikidikana

Risk types Social unrest because of the current social conditions, increased crime, high unemployment, poverty, lack of housing 
increase of informal settlements

Area of damage The residents will be affected as well as the social status

Type of consequence Younger people will move to the urban areas to look for jobs and opportunities, significant change of age structures

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors Lack of service, polarisation, poor variety of population groups, insufficient municipal service

4.2 Emissions to air and water

Risk object Industries, traffic, illegal waste depots

Risk types
Pollution of water and air caused by stormwaters, sewerage systems, waste management, industries, residential areas, 
coal-fire plants, use nitrogenous fertilizers that ends up in water. In KwaDikidikana the emissions, especially to air, is 
increased by combustion of waste and litter

Area of damage Drinking water, environment in KwaDikidikana/Buffalo City

Type of consequence Undrinkable water, health problems, epidemics, diseases

Probability/frequency Very large  

Risk factors Poor control of vehicles, industries. Inadequate infrastructure, insufficient municipal service and control

4.3 Threats to land and vegetation

Risk object Industries using wood, illegal wood collection, farming, agriculture, illegal waste depots

Risk types Deforestation, illegal squatters, expansion of informal settlements, use of weed killers in agriculture and forestry, 
people collecting fire-wood

Area of damage Environment – land and vegetation in KwaDikidikana/Buffalo City

Type of consequence Reduction of vegetation, threats to animals and vegetation, erosion and massive soil loss – flood risks, people without 
fire wood

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors Poor control of deforestation and illegal settlement, people unaware of the risks 
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4.4 Threats to water supplies

Risk object Industries, settlements near water and rivers, traffic  

Risk types Pollution of water courses, drought, toxic substances entering the systems, use nitrogenous fertilizers that ends up in 
water with rain and soil, defects in technical systems

Area of damage The major rivers, which supply with raw water, water reservoirs, ground water in KwaDikidikana/Buffalo City

Type of consequence Undrinkable water, lack of drinkable water in KwaDikidikana/Buffalo City

Probability/frequency Large 

Risk factors Insufficient municipal service and control, people unaware of the consequences of littering in the water

4.5 Threats to electricity supplies

Risk object Coal sources 

Risk types Raw materials for producing electricity and heating will run out 

Area of damage Everything dependent on electricity in KwaDikidikana/Buffalo City

Type of consequence No electricity – black out 

Probability/frequency Very low. The coal sources will last a while…

Risk factors No alternative energy sources
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4.6 Green house effect

Risk object Industries, traffic

Risk types All combustion of fossil fuels, e.g. when burning stone coal, petroleum and wood, heavy traffic

Area of damage KwaDikidikana/Buffalo City, The polar ice

Type of consequence Global warming, change in the climate, the polar ice will melt and the sea level will rise flooding cities near the sea

Probability/frequency Moderate 

Risk factors People that have no electricity, which instead must use fire-wood, the coal-fire plants, vehicle traffic, no usage of 
alternative energy sources with renewable fuels 

4.7 Damage to ozone layer

Risk Object Industries, products that use Freon etc

Risk types Freon

Area of damage KwaDikidikana/Buffalo City. The ozone layer that protects us against the ultra-violate radiation, residents 

Type of consequence Damage of the ozone layer will increase the ultra-violate radiation and affect environment and people’s health

Probability/frequency Moderate

Risk factors Industries that still use Freon, fridges, products
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